




Fluid Float provides unique experiences through  

custom-built sensory deprivation cabins,  

made in-house with customized features and health 

benefits incorporated into every design.  

Fluid Float also offers Float Cabin Kits shipped directly 

to customers as well as Cedar Saunas, 

Cedar Soaking Tubs, and more. 

Headquartered in Winnipeg, Manitoba, 

Canada, we have been offering float therapy sessions since 

2016. Between our custom installations and Winnipeg 

location, Fluid Float is proud to have provided thousands  

of floats to our customers who have trusted us with  

their well-being.
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F L U I D 
F LOAT 
C A B I N S 

FLUID FLOAT BASE KIT

Includes a base and all necessary equipment needed to 
hold, heat, and sanitize your saline solution. Leaving you to 
finish your surrounding or set in a spot of your choosing. 

k Fiberglass Base with non-slip coating

k Colour Therapy

k Inline Heater and Radiant Heat

k Automated Controls to set heat and start/stop

k Surround Sound

k Filtration System

k Heat & Sound Insulation

NOT INCLUDED:

k Power supply — Choose from 110V/220V setup.

k Ventilation Fan — A standard bathroom fan  
or inline fan is required based on your room size.  
Example: 100 square feet room = 100 CFM fan

k Epsom Salt — Based on your tank size. Salt is sold 
separately or can be bought locally.

NOTE: Electrical and Mechanical by-laws differ per  
location if you intend to use for commercial use.  
We can help you navigate your local laws if purchasing  
for commercial purposes.

Allow up to 8-12 weeks to produce and ship  
your float base kit.
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Floating regularly helps reduce physical and mental 
stresses on the body. Floatation therapy is a simple, 
effective way to invest in your own health and happiness. 
The deep relaxation state is achieved by releasing natural 
endorphins associated with meditation and floating 
weightlessly to allow the body to relax and recover  
from stress.

If you have floated before, you likely understand the  
benefits floating regularly provides. However unless you 
have tried a Float Cabin, you probably found floating in a 
tank or pod intimidating, ‘closed in’ or even claustrophobic. 
Maneuvering in and out of a tank or pod may be awkward 
for some due to mobility issues alone. With our ‘Float Cabin 
Kit’, your comfort, space, and customization are priorities. 
We give you a working system to place in a room or build 
around according to your own personal style and space. 
From basic low-cost finishes to the stylish design.

FEATURES:

k Fiberglass Base with non-slip coating

k Door Entrance

k Colour Therapy

k Inline Heater and Radiant Heat

k Automated Controls 

k Surround Sound

k Filtration

k Heat & Sound Insulation

k Optional Infrared therapy

At minimum dimensions of four feet wide, eight feet long, 
and nearly seven feet high, they are easily accessible 
and ensures that it is easily accessible and nobody gets 
claustrophobic during a float session. Within each float 
cabin, 10 inches of water, heated to the temperature of 
your skin, the water is infused with up with 1,000 pounds 
of dissolved Epsom salts that make the water extremely 
buoyant and ensures that the body floats effortlessly.

A large, side or front door, right from the shower preferably, 
which is optional, makes for easier access. Internal grab 
bars offer greater safety, comfort, and a sense of security.

Experience Music in the Float Cabin, directly from your 
own player,  with speakers positioned above and below the 
waterline, sound surrounding your body as it floats inside 
on the surface of the saline solution.  With the option to 
remove light and sound, you can experience that sensation 
of floating through space that you have come to love if you’re 
a regular floater.

NOT INCLUDED:

k Power supply — Choose from 110V/220V setup.

k Ventilation Fan — A standard bathroom fan  
or inline fan is required based on your room size.  
Example: 100 square feet room = 100 CFM fan

k Epsom Salt — Based on your tank size.  
Salt is sold separately or can be bought locally.

B R I N G I N G 
T H E  F LO AT 
TO  Y O U !
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FLUID FLOAT CABIN KIT



Floating regularly helps reduce physical and mental 
stresses on the body. Floatation therapy is a simple, 
effective way to invest in your own health and happiness. 
The deep relaxation state is achieved by releasing natural 
endorphins associated with meditation and floating 
weightlessly to allow the body to relax and recover  
from stress.

If you have floated before, you likely understand the benefits 
floating regularly provides. However unless you have 
tried a Float Cabin, you probably found floating in a tank 
or pod intimidating, ‘closed in’ or even claustrophobic. 
Maneuvering in and out of a tank or pod may be awkward 
for some due to mobility issues alone. With our ‘Float Cabin 
Kit’, your comfort, space, and customization are priorities. 
We give you a working system to place in a room or build 
around according to your own personal style and space. 
From basic low-cost finishes to the stylish design.

FEATURES:

A Fluid Float & Sauna Hybrid Cabin is a multi-use wellness 
vehicle. It includes a working float therapy cabin with the 
option to convert into an Infrared or Steam Sauna should 
you choose to with our Sauna conversion kit. Optional walls, 
ceilings, and sauna packages are ready for installation  
when you receive your Fluid Float and Sauna Hybrid kit,  
with full instructional, building, and operational support  
by Fluid Float.

INCLUDED:

k Fiberglass Base with non-slip coating

k Door

k Colour Therapy

k Inline Heater and Radiant Heat

k Controls

k Transducer Speakers

k Filtration

k Heat & Sound Insulation

k Wall and Ceiling kit.

k Sauna Kit

k Spa pack redirection kit

k 200-gallon holding tank

k Plug and Play

FLUID FLOAT & 
SAUNA HYBRID CABIN



At minimum dimensions of four feet wide, eight feet long, 
and nearly seven feet high, they are easily accessible 
and ensures that it is easily accessible and nobody gets 
claustrophobic during a float session. Within each float 
cabin, 10 inches of water, heated to the temperature of 
your skin, the water is infused with up with 1,000 pounds 
of dissolved Epsom salts that make the water extremely 
buoyant and ensures that the body floats effortlessly.

A large, side, or front door, right from the shower 
preferably, which is optional, makes for easier access. 
Internal grab bars offer greater safety, comfort, and a  
sense of security.

Experience Music in the Float Cabin, directly from your 
own player,  with speakers positioned above and below the 
waterline, sound surrounding your body as it floats inside 
on the surface of the saline solution.  With the option to 
remove light and sound, you can experience that sensation 
of floating through space that you have come to love if you’re 
a regular floater.

NOTE: Electrical and Mechanical by-laws differ per  
location if you intend to use for commercial use.  
We can help you navigate your local laws if purchasing  
for commercial purposes.

NOT INCLUDED:

k Power supply — Choose from 110V/220V setup.

k Ventilation Fan — A standard bathroom fan or  
inline fan is required based on your room size.  
Example: 100 square foot room requires a 100 CFM fan.

k Epsom Salt — Based on your tank size. Salt is sold 
separately or can be bought locally.

FLUID  
MOBILE 
WELLNESS 
VEHICLES

Fluid offers a unique solution for those that want 
to take their wellness hobbies or offerings on 
the road. Be it for personal use or a business for 
business, our custom mobile float, sauna, and hot 
tub conversion abilities and creativity will excite you!  
We can provide an all-in-one product with all the 
benefits and comfort - on wheels! Fluid Float will 
convert any suitable vehicle to do just that.  

Please call to discuss custom sizes and options.

You can double Fluid Float Sauna  
& Hybrid Cabin features:

Fluid Float & Sauna Hybrid Cabins features a multi-
use wellness vehicle. Delivered at your door as a 
kit during these travel restrictive times. Includes 
a working float therapy cabin with the option to 
convert into an Infrared or Steam Sauna when you 
choose to with our Sauna conversion kit.

Based on the size of the float cabin you choose. 
Optional walls, ceilings, and sauna packages are 
ready for installation when you receive your Fluid 
Float and Sauna Hybrid kit. With full instructional, 
building, and operational support by Fluid Float.
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HOW MUCH SPACE  
DO I NEED FOR A FLOAT CABIN?

We recommend a minimum 10’x 5’ 
area to be able to fit a standard  
4’x 8’ cabin and filtration equipment.  
If you’re going to include a shower  
and a changing area we recommend  
a minimum 10’x 8’ room. 

CAN I INSTALL THE CABIN MYSELF 
OR DO I REQUIRE A CONTRACTOR 
HANDLE THE INSTALLATION?

We build and install our float cabins 
in-house, take it apart, pack it,  
ship it ready to be reassembled  
and plugged in. Various phases 
such as electrical wiring not already 
in place, ventilation, or any other 
cosmetic or structural requirements 
outside the scope of the float cabin 
(such as building out a room) would 
typically require a contractor. We can 
work with owners who have their own 
trades to implement any construction 
or design ideas or requirements as 
they come about.

ARE YOUR CABINS  
HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBLE?

Our cabins are custom built. 
Therefore, all efforts can be made 
to design a float cabin to meet your 
requirements.

WHAT TYPE OF POWER  
DO YOUR ROOMS REQUIRE?

Our cabins can run on either 110V  
or 240V power and require space  
in an electrical panel for one or two 
30amp dedicated GFCI breakers  
per cabin.

DOES YOUR CABIN BASE FIT 
THROUGH A STANDARD DOOR?

Yes, although being able to maneuver 
around corners should be taken 
in consideration. Ideally, placing 
the cabin base before the walls are 
erected (if its an option) would be best. 
Worst case, a section of existing walls 
would have to be cut out to slide a 
base into the room. Otherwise, call  
us to discuss your space.

WHAT TYPE OF PLUMBING 
REQUIREMENTS DO YOUR PRODUCTS 
CALL FOR?

Our Float Cabins are a completely 
isolated aquatic feature. Meaning they 
do not have to be drained or have a 
main drain or any outside plumbing 
fixtures attached to the system. You 
will need to fill the tank with water 
from a nearby source . The solution 
can be drained into a shower drain 
or a holding tank with the aid of a 
submersible pump if you need to move 
your float cabin at any point.

HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE FOR  
MY FLOAT KIT TO BE DELIVERED?

After the layout design and ordering 
process is complete it takes between 
8 to 12 weeks for us to manufacture 
your room and get it shipped out  
to you

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE  
TO INSTALL?

Installation of a single cabin can  
take as little as a few hours if you  
are placing it in a finished room. 
However it will take up to two days to 
heat the water and slowly dissolve the 
1,000lbs of epsom salt required  
to achieve bouncy. 

DO YOUR ROOMS COME IN 
DIFFERENT SIZES?

We offer a variety of sizes of float 
cabins based on the size of the  
holding tank.

FAQ  A B O U T 

F L U I D  F LO AT 

CA B I N S



WHAT SANITATION SYSTEM  
DO YOU OFFER?

We provide an NSF 50 compliant 
filtration and sanitation system with 
ionization system with the option to 
add UV filtration. In addition to other 
options that are designed to meet your 
local requirements such as chlorine, 
bromine, hydrogen peroxide if you are 
using it for commercial purposes.

DO YOUR FLOAT SYSTEMS  
HAVE SPEAKERS?

All of our cabins come standard with 
high quality transducer speakers to 
allow for the incorporation of music  
or speech during float sessions

HOW DO YOU KEEP THE FLOAT 
SOLUTION CLEAN?

Although the high concentration of 
Salt is a natural sanitizer, we run 
our solution through a filtration 
system entirely after use. We also 
use additional forms of sanitation to 
keep our solution looking tropical and 
pristine with the use of ionized silver, 
copper and zinc system. Testing your 
solution regularly to maintain proper 
levels of ph, alkalinity and sanitizer 
as you would a pool or hot tub is your 
responsibility. 

WILL I FEEL  
CLAUSTROPHOBIC INSIDE?

No. Our smallest cabin is 4’x 8’ 
and almost 7’ high if you incorporate 
our enclosure. They are very spacious 
inside with light and music “if needed” 
and will have good airflow.

IS THE WATER HOT/COLD?

No, the recommended temperature 
to set the water heater at for floating 
purposes is 93-94° F which is the 
ideal temperature for floating. 
Insulation, infrared and radiant heat 
help keep the water and your body 
regulated during your floats.

HOW DURABLE IS THE MATERIAL?

The Tank portion of the Fluid Float Kit 
is extremely durable. It’s made with 
fiberglass and from the outside is 
rock-solid. You would need a drill to 
puncture it. 

WHAT ABOUT BEING IN THE DARK?

That’s up to you. There is a light 
switch in the float cabin that allows 
you to control the lights at all times. 
You can leave them on all through 
your float session. You can also have 
music playing if you like, and you can 
choose the music in advance. Floating 
is the best and fastest way to relax 
and many people find that silence and 
the dark help relax even more, but it’s 
up to you!

WHAT IS EPSOM SALT  
AND WHY IS IT USED?

Epsom Salt is Magnesium Sulphate.  
It is found naturally in many spa 
waters. It is very different from sea 
salt or table salt, which is mainly 
Sodium Chloride. Epsom Salt has 
been used for centuries to treat skin 
complaints and is used as an anti-
inflammatory. It is non-toxic and  
won’t harm you if you swallow some, 
but try not to.

HOW MUCH EPSOM SALT IS NEEDED 
FOR INITIAL SETUP?

800-1,000 lbs. We also recommend 
buying an additional 50-100lbs to 
replenish the solution for around  
a year.

HOW DO YOU KNOW  
WHEN YOU HAVE ENOUGH  
SALT IN THE WATER?

The best way is to use a Hydrometer 
which is included with the purchase 
of your Fluid Float Kit. Salt is added 
until specific gravity is between 1.23 
and 1.3.

WHAT IS INFRARED THERAPY?

Far Infrared Heat is a leading therapy 
for a multitude of health issues and 
is commonly used in Infrared Saunas. 
Current research compliments the 
benefits of Far-Infrared therapy 
with Float therapy. Such as heart 
health, improvement of arthritis, 
pain reduction, sleep issues, cellular 
reproduction and more.

MINERAL SPA?

We have an ionization system 
connected to our filtration units that 
release the minerals Silver, Copper 
& Zinc into the water. These minerals 
are natural sanitizers too. Mineral 
spas have been enjoyed around the 
world for thousands of years. Hot 
water infused with magnesium and 
minerals is relaxing, rejuvenating 
and great for your skin along with 
many other natural benefits. Visit our 
website for more information.

IS THERE A WARRANTY  
ON THE FLUID FLOAT KITS?

We have a 5-year warranty on  
all manufacturer defects that  
don’t include the Spa pack.  
These mechanical parts are different, 
as there is a natural wear and tear  
like any machine and we can’t say  
it will last forever due to the high 
salinity of the environment and proper 
care by the user. We can say, however, 
that we will replace any mechanical 
part that is faulty for one full year.  
It’s our promise to our customers  
that anything they buy from us has 
been tested or used by us at our own 
float locations.
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S A U N A S

F L U I D  F L O A T

Through Computer Aided Milling and Computer-Aided 
Design, we take the time-tested art of sauna making to 
the extreme to ensure absolute accuracy. Our outdoor 
saunas require no specialty tools to assemble. All boards 
are pre-cut to exact dimensions, making assembly easy 
even for the not-so-handy.

Fluid Traditional Cedar Saunas come in many sizes.  
Perfect for family and friends! They can seat up to 8 
persons, with two benches each with a different height  
to meet everybody’s needs. The 6’ interior height provides 
lots of headroom and is the tallest in the industry.

k Standard Sizes: 7ft x 5ft & 6ft x 6ft (Overall Height 8ft) –  
custom sizes & shapes available

k 2×6 Tongue & Grove Knotted cedar walls.

k 2 tier straight knotted cedar benches

k Cedar heater fence and cedar slats for walking area  
of sauna.

k Cedar Door with window

k Cedar shingled pitched roof with venting.

k 6000 watt Special Edition sauna heater with built-in 
controls & rocks.

k Easy assembly pre-cut and drilled panels – will require 
two adults for assembly. (level concrete slab or solid 
base is required to mount sauna)

k Our doors are pre-hung using “clear” Western Red 
Cedar. The doors are fully insulated and come with 
real brass hardware. Our tempered glass door option 
contains a double pained high heat, tinted glass window.

k Our milling design uses two separate joints; a canoe joint 
for the staves and T&G joint for the walls giving superior 
strength and rigidity.

k Available in either Canadian/US (230VAC) and European 
(220VAC) supplies and codes with optional wood-fired 
and Infrared sauna heating systems.

k Pressure-treated 2” x 10” cradle supports the  
sauna solidly.

FLUID TRADITIONAL CEDAR SAUNAS



k Bi-level seat structure allows for different seat height 
levels, great for kids or cooling off! All seats are made 
from clear Western Red Cedar and are hand sanded 
to provide a sliver free comfortable finish. Cedar is the 
wood of choice as it does not heat up like other woods. 
Even at high temperatures, the seats will not get hot.

k High-quality energy-efficient electric sauna heaters 
designed specifically for our saunas using 100% surgical 
stainless steel inside and out. These heaters are 
available from 6.0 kw to 21 Kw depending on size  
and environment. For colder climates for example  
and come with a lifetime warranty.

k Optional Digital controllers.

k Detailed assembly instructions with illustrations and 
photos as well as an operating manual, help make 
installation of our outdoor saunas simple.

k All outdoor saunas are sold in kit form for easy 
transportation. Our Prefab engineering makes it easy  
to assemble even for the “not so handy” using a few 
basic tools such a wrench and screwdrivers.

INCLUDED:

k 100% clear western red cedar construction material  
with Grade “A” rated cedar.

k 1 ½” thick front walls with door framed and rear wall 
with heater support

k Insulated cedar sauna door with tempered glass window

k All stainless-steel door hardware such as hinges

k Cedar door jams and casings

k Custom made seats in dual height configuration  
– hand sanded 

k Sauna vent kit

k Cedar duck floor for warmth and dryness

k 100% surgical stainless-steel sauna heater  
with mechanical build-in timer 

k High temperature sauna stones

k Complete installation instructions

k 5 year warranty
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Through Computer Aided Milling and Computer-Aided 
Design, we take the time-tested art of barrel making to 
the extreme to ensure absolute accuracy. Our outdoor 
saunas require no specialty tools to assemble. All boards 
are precut to their exact dimensions, making assembly  
easy even for the not so handy.

Our Fluid Cedar Barrel Saunas are the largest in the 
industry. We make them a full 7’ tall for extra interior 
space and height and includes bench seats for its modular 
design, it can be assembled and disassembled very quickly. 
The Prefab Fluid Sauna design uses the same cooperage 
ball and socket design that we have become famous for  
and uses no screws. A set of brushed stainless-steel straps 
set this indoor sauna apart from the rest! Fluid Cedar 
Barrel Saunas come in many sizes. Perfect for family and 
friends! They can seat up to 8 persons, with two benches 
each with a different height to meet everybody’s needs.  
The 7’ height provides lots of headroom and is the tallest  
in the industry!

FLUID CEDAR BARREL SAUNAS

The unique circular outdoor sauna  

design provides a much superior heat/

steam circulation versus square or 

rectangular rooms. The 1 ½” thick cedar 

provides a natural insulation barrier for 

heat retention while still allowing the 

sauna to breathe. With a circular design, 

there is 23% less area to heat compared 

to the same size box style sauna.

F L U I D  F L O A T



INCLUDED:

k 100% clear western red cedar construction material  
with Grade “A” rated cedar.

k 1 ½” thick front walls with door framed and rear wall  
with heater support

k Custom made sauna staves 1 ½” thick for the  
barrel construction

k Stainless-steel sauna straps and fastening hardware

k Sauna cradle supports

k Insulated cedar sauna door with tempered glass window

k All stainless-steel door hardware such as hinges

k Cedar door jams and casings

k Custom made seats in dual height configuration  
– hand sanded 

k Sauna vent kit

k Cedar duck floor for warmth and dryness

k 100% surgical stainless-steel sauna heater  
with mechanical build-in timer 

k High temperature sauna stones

k Complete installation instructions

k 5 year warranty

The entire sauna kit comes flat packed on a pallet  
and can be shipped anywhere in the world.

HEATER OPTIONS:

k Wood Fire Heater

k Electric Heater

k Infrared Heater
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DIY Sauna Kit Packages 

The specially formulated carbon-ceramic paper 
provides a higher temperature and superior radiant 
efficiency versus any other panel infrared heater 
on the market. The large surface areas make these 
heaters ideal for sauna applications as they cover 
much more body surface area than any other style 
ceramic tube or incoloy element on the market.

The surface temperature of 180-190 degrees 
provides ideal wavelengths between 4 and 14 
microns. This frequency is considered to be the 
most effective wave spectrum for the human body.

FEATURES:

k 100% surgical Stainless Steel Heaters

k Optional Infrared Heaters or Hybrid (both 
electric and infrared)

k Insulated cedar door with tempered  
glass window

k Dual seat heights and optional “L” shape

k Clear Grade “A” western red cedar for walls  
and ceiling

k Hand sanded cedar seat boards

k Optional cedar duckboard floor

k Sauna guard

k High-temperature sauna light

k Complete Installation manual

HEATER OPTIONS:

k Infrared Heater

k Electric Heater

FLUID SAUNA 
ROOM KITS



Classic 4 to 10 Person Fluid Float Cedar Hot Tubs

Using a hot tub is not just for bathing but rather a spiritual 
ritual. Bathing practices differ from North American, Asia, 
and Europe.  All offer the same goal of ‘Zen’ like pleasure 
and a feeling of well-being and harmony with the natural 
surroundings, perhaps in a garden or spiritual landscape. 
Hottubs help to restore mental and spiritual well-being by 
providing a private relaxation space, and they promote good 
health by stimulating circulation. Pre-Assembled for easy 
installation upon delivery.

Stands 48” tall and comes in 4 different diameter sizes 
with 6 heating options to choose from. The hexagon seating 
includes a higher “step in” seat which is also good for 
children or just “cooling off.” Made from 100% Grade “A” 
Clear Western Red Cedar.

TUB ONLY OPTION:

Includes just the tub. You supply your own heating and jets  
if required. It will come pre-drilled upon request 

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS:

k 1 1/2” Insulated Floor R12

k Cover - Insulated R14

k 0-8 Hydrotherapy Jets 

k 1 1/2” Insulated Floor R12

k LED Color Light 

k Cover - Insulated R14

HEATER OPTIONS:

k Electric Heater

k Hybrid Heater Option 

k Gas Heater 

k Wood Fire Heater 

k Heat Pump Split-Unit Heater/Chiller

FLUID FLOAT  
CLASSIC CEDAR HOT TUB

C E D A R 
H OT 
T U B S 



2 Person Fluid Float Japanese Cedar Soaking Tub

Using a hot tub is not just for bathing but rather a spiritual 
ritual. Bathing practices differ from North American, Asia, 
and Europe.  All offer the same goal of ‘Zen’ like pleasure 
and a feeling of well-being and harmony with the natural 
surroundings, perhaps in a garden or spiritual landscape. 
Hot tubs help to restore mental and spiritual well-being by 
providing a private relaxation space, and they promote good 
health by stimulating circulation. Pre-Assembled for easy 
installation upon delivery.

Stands 30” tall, 60” Long x 38” Wide oval diameter size  
with 6 heating options to choose from. Made from 100% 
Grade “A” Clear Western Red Cedar.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS: 

k Steps 

k Titanium Heater  *

k Mineral Ionizer *

k Cover - Insulated R14 or R21 

k Shelves *

k WiFi Control*

*NOT AVAILABLE FOR TUB ONLY AND WOOD FIRED OPTION

HEATER OPTIONS:

k Electric Heater

k Gas Heater 

k Wood Fire Heater

k Heat Pump Split-Unit Heater/Chiller
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FLUID FLOAT 
JAPANESE CEDAR 
SOAKING TUB



CALL 866-358-4332    |    10 FORT STREET • WINNIPEG • MANITOBA • CANADA • R3C 1C4

FLUIDFLOATCABINS.COM


